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Executive Summary

Deliverable D1.1 “Report on Code-Level Contracts for Energy, Time and
Security", due at Month 12 of the TeamPlay project, reflects on the work
carried out in Period 1 for WP1 on "Energy-, Time-, and Security-Aware
Contracts". In WP1, we will provide and develop new mechanisms to cap-
ture energy, timing and security information in the form of verifiable formal
contracts on energy and time usage and on security levels that can be as-
sociated directly with the program source code. In effect, this will provide
the programmer with first-class energy, time and security information. The
contracts are able to capture worst-case, best-case and average-case energy
and time information, as well as security level and possibly other resource
properties.

This deliverable reports the initial Contract Specification Language frame-
work, including the CSL annotations, the implementation of the contract
system in the dependently typed programming language, Idris, and a formal
verification of the contract system itself, including a denotational semantics
and soundness proof.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Energy and timing usage is critically important in areas ranging from small-
scale sensors, through smart cyber-physical systems and mobile devices, to
data centres. Unfortunately, it is usually treated as a secondary concern.
There is a clear and pressing need to expose energy as well as other extra-
functional concerns to the systems designer and implementor. To this end,
we introduce a new framework, the Contract Specification Language (CSL),
which turns energy, time, and security information into first class citizens of
the language they are embedded in. CSL allows the programmer to annotate
his/her C source code with timing, energy and security information, assign
them to structures in the code (such as loops and blocks, for example) and
write an assertion that can be proven about the properties. This assertion
is passed to an underlying certificate system, that guarantees that the asser-
tion can hold. By exposing energy, time, security, etc, as first-class citizens
and by making them easy to use and understand for applications program-
mers, TeamPlay will eliminate the need for dual-expertise: the application
programmer will be able to manipulate and precisely reason about energy,
time, etc as normal program values, directly interacting with analytical and
optimisation frameworks. Ensuring solutions meet system requirements in
this way allows the programmer to highly optimise the application.

1.1 Objectives for the First Period

1. To produce an initial version of the Contract Specification Framework
(CSL) [T1.1].

In this deliverable we report on our initial specification and implemen-
tation of the Contract Specification Language (CSL). This includes
annotations for C, a full ANSI-C(99) parser, an annotation language
for specifying contracts at the C level, and full linkage with the contract
mechanisms in Idris.
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2. To provide an initial framework for producing timing contracts for C
programs, allowing programmers to reason about time and energy of C
programs [T1.2].

We have produced an initial framework implemented in Idris (a depen-
dently typed functional programming language, originally developed
at the University of St Andrews) for providing provably verifiable con-
tracts for time. We have linked this framework up with the CSL via a
full ANSI C(99) parser, which translates the C and CSL annotations
automatically into the contract framework, producing a certificate au-
tomatically.

3. To incorporate necessary timing and energy information into the con-
tract framework and CSL [T1.1].

We have integrated both time and energy information into the contract
framework and CSL, including worst, best and common cases.

4. To undertake initial investigation to ensure that the CSL works with
the compiler and analysis tools [T1.3].

We have produced an initial linkage mechanism, using a CSV format.

5. To determine how the tooling interacts with the coordination in WP2
[T1.3].

We have had initial discussions on the coordination in WP2 and we
are currently investigating issues to do with the coordination and in-
teraction with the contract framework.

6. Provide machine-checkable proofs that can be used to formally verify
time requirements [T1.2].

We have placed a strong emphasis on a fully formal semantics for our
contract mechanism, which is reported in this deliverable. Our se-
mantics shows that our contract system is well-formed and sound with
respect to the underlying Idris implementation.

1.2 Differences to D7.4

We have extended this deliverable in a number of ways since D7.4.

1. We have introduced new energy annotations into CSL and shown a
preliminary example using an Image Convolution.

2. We have extended our contract system to deal with worst and best
case, and propose a preliminary solution for the average case.

3. We have preliminary experiments showing multi-core measurements
and how they affect the timing measurements and CSL.
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4. We have extended the security to show a preliminary proposal for an
equalisation mechanism using CSL.

5. We have introduced a new Comma Separated Value (CSV) format, for
TeamPlay tool integration.
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Chapter 2

WP1: Energy-, Time- and
Security-Aware Contracts

2.1 The Teamplay Workflow

Figure 2.2 illustrates the TeamPlay workflow for producing a certifiable C
program. The figure also shows the tool flow and interactions between the
various TeamPlay tooling. Starting with an original C program, it is anno-
tated with CSL constructs by the programmer. This CSL-annotated source
program is passed through the TeamPlay C + CSL parser, which outputs a
generated C Idris model and a Region Instrumentation that the WCC com-
piler can read and provide energy and timing property extraction. The
C Idris Model is the passed to the Idris Certificate Generator, producing a
certificate. The WCC Compiler also takes the annotated C source file, and
the output from various analyses, such as static security, WCET and energy
analyses. The results of these analyses is reported in a CSV file, that the
Idris certificate generator reads to form a certificate. The CSV file is also
read by the Coordination Compiler, with a Coordination Specification, and
outputs a C file, which is compiled to produce a coordinated binary file. This
compilation process is separate from the WCC compilation process and also
takes into account variants of the optimised executable code, that is used for
analysis purposes.

2.2 The CSL Workflow

Figure 2.2 illustrates the workflow for producing a certifiable C program.
Starting with an original C source program, the programmer first annotates
the source with annotations, by using CSL in the form of TeamPlay anno-
tations. This annotated source code is then passed through a parser, which
takes the ANSI C(99) TeamPlay-annotated source code and produces a gen-
erated Idris model of the source code. This generated Idris model is an Idris
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Figure 2.1: The workflow for producing a certifiable C program

source file that calls the contract specification Idris library. Running Idris
over the generated Idris model, produces a certificate that is reflected back
to user. The TeamPlay-annotated source code, produced by the TeamPlay
C parser, is also sent to the TeamPlay tooling, where the TeamPlay annota-
tions are rewritten into compiler and tool directives. The TeamPlay tooling
can then analyse the source code and provide timing, energy and security
analysis and costing on the source code where necessary and reflect this back
to the source code and/or the generated Idris Model.
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2.3 Darknet Example Certificate

In this section, we show how we can take the use case supplied by the Univer-
sity of Southern Denmark for a representative example of a Drone use-case,
darknet ; the use case contains over 111 C source and header files, with over
7000 lines of code. The following code snippet shows a portion of the use-
case, located in network.c, where a for loop dominates the computation.

...

__teamplay_worst_time(loop_cost);
for(i = 0; i < net.n; ++i){

net.index = i;
layer l = net.layers[i];
if(l.delta){

__teamplay_worst_time(fill_cpu_time);
fill_cpu(l.outputs * l.batch, 0, l.delta, 1);

}

__teamplay_worst_time(forward_time);
l.forward(l, net);

net.input = l.output;
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if(l.truth) {
net.truth = l.output;

}
}

__teamplay_assert(loop_cost <=
(fill_cpu_time + forward_time) * 107 + BOUND);

...

Here, the programmer has added teamplay annotations, in order to cap-
ture the timing costs of various statements. The statement,
__teamplay_worst_time(fill_cpu_time); informs the Teamplay tooling
to acquire a worst-case execution cost for executing the statement
fill_cpu(l.outputs * l.batch, 0, l.delta, 1);. Similarly,
__teamplay_worst_time(forward_time); acquires a worst-case execution
cost for executing the statement l.forward(l, net);. The worst-case is
calculated by taking the worst execution cost from all of the execution costs
of the statements being executed by the loop body. Finally, the programmer
specifies a contract using an assertion in the code. __teamplay_assert(loop_cost
<= (fill_cpu_time + forward_time) * 107 + BOUND);. The assertion is
expressed as a boolean C expression. This assertion will be passed to the
underlying contract system in Idris, in order to guarantee that the assertion
holds.

We run this example through the teamplay parser, generating the follow-
ing Idris code.

import Darknet

mutual
fact_darknet : CLang
fact_darknet = Block "loop_cost" 1005 $

Block "fill_cpu_time" 1 $
Block "forward_time" 8 $
Assert darknet_assert $ Halt

darknet_assert : Env -> Assertion
darknet_assert env =

let
p0 = (Var "loop_cost")
p1 = ( Plus ( Mul ( Plus (Var "fill_cpu_time")

(Var "forward_time") )
( Lit 107 ) ) ( Lit 42 ) )

p0’ = eval env p0
p1’ = eval env p1

in MkAssertion (LTE p0 p1 (MkEvald p0 p0’)
(MkEvald p1 p1’)
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(isLTE p0’ p1’ ))

The code shows that two Idris functions have been generated automati-
cally, fact_darknet and darknet_assert. fact_darknet decodes the struc-
ture of the C application as an Idris representation, abstracting over the
statements of the C structure. The literals, 303, 1, etc. are unit metrics
associated with execution time costs, and were retrieved from the teamplay
automated tools to retrieve program costs.

Executing the generated code above, results in the certificate produced
in the following code output. The Yes in the Idris output shows the assertion
has been proved correct.

*Test> mkCertificate fact_darknet
([("forward_time", 8), ("fill_cpu_time", 1), ("loop_cost", 1005)],
[MkAssertion (LTE (Var "loop_cost")

(Plus (Mul (Plus (Var "fill_cpu_time")
(Var "forward_time")) (Lit 107)) (Lit 42))
(MkEvald (Var "loop_cost") 1005)

(MkEvald (Plus (Mul (Plus
(Var "fill_cpu_time") (Var "forward_time"))

(Lit 107))
(Lit 42))

1005)
(Yes (LTESucc ...

2.4 Using Solver Technology

We have undertaken a very early and preliminary investigation into solver
technology for this deliverable. Currently, we are not aware of any survey
papers on solvers. In this section we briefly mention a few different solver
technologies that we could make use of going forward.

It will be possible to call out to a constraint solver to solve our certifica-
tion from Idris, where we can use a variety of different solvers depending on
the complexity of the solution space. LP Solvers model the constraints as
linear functions of the decision variables, which are restricted to linear terms
integers. Typically, LP problems are much easier to solve than non-LP prob-
lems, but offer simpler solving solutions. Alternatively, an arithmetic solver
such as the Omega Calculator [Pug91] may be used. Another example of
a solver is Minion [GJM06], which is a constraint solver developed at the
University of St Andrews. Minion is designed to be fast and scalable general
purpose solver, focussing on matrix models.

The Polyhedral Library, Parma In addition to standalone solver tech-
nologies, like the ones described above, solver libraries also exist, such as
the Parma Polyhedral Library [BHZ08], which is a constraint library (rather
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than an external constraint solver), providing numerical abstractions target-
ing applications in the field of analysis and verification of complex systems.
These abstractions include convex polyhedra (defined as the intersection of
a finite number of open or closed) halfspaces, each described by a linear
inequality. The library may be suited to our needs due the following advan-
tages:

• it specifically targets the requirements of program analyses, e.g. by
providing implementations of several widening operators and affine
operands;

• it emphasises correctness, e.g. by using arbitrary-precision rational
arithmetic to avoid floating-point rounding;

• it imposes no arbitrary limits for data (other than available memory);

• it is rather efficient and the developers aim at making it even more so;

• it includes interfaces for C/C++ and other high-level languages;

• it is well documented and actively maintained;

• it is distributed freely in source-form under the GNU Public Licence.

2.5 Parsing C and the CSL

The annotated C file is then passed through our TeamPlay C parser, which
is a full ANSI-C(99) Parser that is an extension of the Haskell C parser,
Language.C.Parser (available at http://hackage.haskell.org/package/
language-c-0.8.2/docs/Language-C-Parser.html). For TeamPlay pur-
poses, we have extended this parser to deal with the CSL annotations and
assertions as specified in this deliverable. This full C parser is able to take
the annotated C file, and rewrite the annotations into compiler and tool di-
rectives and also a generated Idris program that will be used to generate the
Idris certificate. For example, output timing instrumentation for the UBRIS
energy models, or possible compiler primitives for WCC. The following code
shows an example of the generated Idris code.

import Contract

mutual
fact_assert_gte2 : Env -> Assertion
fact_assert_gte2 env =

let e = (Var "fact_energy")
e1 = (Lit 3)
x = (Var "fact_cost")
y = (Var "x")
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x’ = eval env x
y’ = eval env y

in MkAssertion (And (LTE x y (MkEvald x x’)
(MkEvald y y’)
(isLTE y’ x’) )
(LTE e e1))

fact_lte2 : CLang
fact_lte2 = DecVar "x" 7 $

BlockEnergy "fact_energy" 2 $
BlockTime "fact_cost" 8 $
For 1 8 (Stmt "iter_cost" 1 Halt) $
Assert fact_assert_lte2 $ Halt

Here, two Idris functions are automatically generated: fact_lte2 and
fact_assert; the names are generated automatically. fact_lte2 models
the C program as an Idris representation. Details of how the proof is derived
is given in Section 4 (Page 27). The following code shows the result of
running this in Idris. The result is a witness to the proof that the assertion
is true.

mkCertificate fact_lte2
[MkAssertion (And ((GTE (Var "fact_cost")

(Var "x")
(MkEvald (Var "fact_cost") 8)
(MkEvald (Var "x") 7) ...
(Yes (LTESucc (... ] : List Assertion

Holes: Main.proveLTE

2.6 Linking with other tools

In order to link with the other tools, such as the WCC compiler and UBris
static analysis tools, we will use the following comma separated value (CSV)
format.

name, measurement, unit, type, worst/best/common, confidence, architecture
"quicksort_fast", 42, "mseconds", "time", "common", 100, "A15"

Here, name refers to the CSL variable declared that is associated with a
block or statement, by using the e.g. __teamplay_worst_time(quicksort_fast);
declaration. 42 is the unit recorded for the measurement. "mseconds" is the
metric associated with the unit, in this example milliseconds. "time" is the
dimension. "common" is the type of measurement recorded. 100 refers to the
confidence level. "A15" refers to the architecture to which the measurement
is recorded.
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Chapter 3

Contract Specification
Language

The Contract Specification Language (CSL) is a mechanism that allows the
programmer to annotate the C source code in order to reason about energy,
time, security, etc. contracts. The CSL is both comprehensible to the pro-
grammer, and precise and detailed enough to support the required compiler
optimisations and transformations. Therefore, the CSL allows suitable an-
notations to be integrated into the program source, making it possible for
the programmer and compiler to understand and reason about the energy,
time and security properties of the program. In this deliverable, we give
the initial outline specification of the CSL used for TeamPlay, its grammar,
example usages, and linkage to other TeamPlay tools. We further show how
the initial CSL is used to annotate a use-case and derive a verifiable contract
from it.

3.1 Principles/General Syntax

The general syntax for a teamplay construct within the C source code is

__teamplay_{qualifier}_metric(name{,default, confidence});
stmt;

Assigns a cost metric to the variable, name, with optional parameters for
a default value and confidence level (see Section 3.2, on Page 26). The
cost metric is of costing execution of the C statement, stmt, which is a
typical C statement, and can comprise a normal C statement or a compound
statement. This statement also declares a new variable, name, which can be
referred to by other teamplay assertions (see Section 3.2, on Page 18). It
is a first class variable of the program, and can, i.e., be used as a normal C
variable. Here, name is a C style variable name, and follows the C standard
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conventions for variable naming; furthermore, name must be a fresh, i.e.,
unique variable in the current scope to which teamplay construct is used.

metric is used to specify which metric (see Section 3.3 on Page 18) to
associate to the variable, name. If the optional parameters for default and
confidence are omitted, the metric is derived from the underlying TeamPlay
tooling. Metric is any of the following metrics:

time
energy
security

qualifier is an optional string to the annotation name that states a
qualification on the metric, such as the worst-case, best-case, average-case
or, if no qualifier is given, the exact case.

Example usage

Here are some example usages of the TeamPlay metric construct. The first
example is the vanilla option, without any qualifiers, or optional default
values. The second, is an example with the optional default values. The last
version shows how a qualifier can be used to obtain the worst case for the
metric.

__teamplay_time(fact_cost);

__teamplay_time(fact_cost, 56, 100);

__teamplay_worst_time(fact_cost, 56, 100);

Attributes Teamplay attributes are used to quantify a property in the
assertion logic. An example of an attribute is:

__attribute_teamplay_require(x > 0)

Here, the attribute is stating that we require the variable x to be positive;
it is the same as assuming x is positive for the purposes of proving the
assertion. When the contract is produced, it is valid under the assumptions
specified in the scoped attributes.

Default Values, Confidence Level and Metric

The default value is used to signal whether or not an underlying tool should
be used to get the metric value instead. The default value is an integer
between 0 and 100. 100 being the user is confident that the value they
provide is correct (i.e. go with the user value); a confidence level of 0 means
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that the user is not confident with the value they have supplied and that the
underlying tool value should be used instead.

If no automated tool is available to evaluate the code and provide a cost
metric, a human being (an expert) should be able to enter a default value.
This default value will essentially be assigned to the name in the teamplay
declaration.

__teamplay_{qualifier}_metric(name{,default, confidence, unit});

Therefore, default is a C int provided by the user. name is a normal C
variable that has been declared in scope. Here, this is effectively assigning
default to name. In the future, we will expand this to deal with non integer
metrics, such as float. If an automated tool is available, a default value is
still useful, and requires a precedence between the expert and the tool. The
last parameter, confidence, supplies this confidence level. The confidence
level is an int supplied by the user, where a confidence level of 100 denotes
a high confidence rating; 50 denotes a medium confidence; and, 0 denotes
a low confidence. A confidence threshold can be set by the user to specify
what constitutes a low and high confidence threshold, this would mean a
medium confidence could mean a low or high confidence depending on the
threshold that is set as a default, we assume it is a low confidence. If a high
confidence is given, it means the user has confidence that the default value
they supplied is correct: go with the default value; if a low confidence is
given, the user is stating to go with the tool supplied value, and if the tool
cannot supply a value, go with the default one supplied. unit is an optional
string parameter that lets the programmer choose the appropriate unit, to
measure; e.g., in mseconds, seconds, etc. for time, and e.g. joules, watts,
etc. for energy. The following lists the different metrics that are currently
support by CSL. These can be extended easily, if needed.

"seconds"
"mseconds"
"nseconds"
"joules"
"watts"

The default option for time is always "milliseconds" and the default
for energy is always "joules".

3.2 Assertions

An assertion takes the following form.

__teamplay_assert( c_expression );

17



Here, c_expression is a boolean C expression.
For example, consider the following assertion.

__teamplay_assert(fact_cost == (iter_cost * x));

Here, fact_cost == (iter_cost * x ) is a normal boolean C expression.
fact_cost, iter_cost and x are free variables declared in scope; the vari-
ables can also be declared by the TeamPlay construct in Section 3.1 (Page 15).
See Section A (Page 37) for the grammar of C expressions.

Connecting Assertions with the WCC Compiler

The WCC compiler cannot handle full arbitrary C expressions as assertions
and takes a linear expression in the form of ILP. Therefore we will translate
the assertion into the appropriate form that the WCC compiler can read.
This will likely require CSL to translate a subset of the C expressions in a
linear expression form. We have purposefully designed CSL to work over
arbitrary C expressions in the CSL level so that CSL remains generic, can
feed to any underlying constraint system and compiler system, and remains
relatively to parse and reason with.

3.3 Preliminary Security Metrics

A list of available TeamPlay functions (i.e., accessible metrics/probes) should
be provided to the user.

This will also include security metrics/probes that make it possible to rea-
son on the current state of the hardware, and about communication channels.
Channels can be identified by their socket number (not by a block of code)
and the security level of a channel may be a 0-100 number. For the level
of confidence of a cryptographic algorithm/code, depending on the infor-
mation available to the intruder, and properties like symmetric/asymmetric
methods, length of cryptographic key, etc. :

__teamplay_security_crypto(var_algo_name, def, conf);

For the security level wrt. malwares, the code could be evaluated to
a family of malwares or a single malware. Model checking methods may
lead to an evaluation against the stronger opponent instead of every possible
intruders.

__teamplay_security_malware_family(var_MW_family_name,
def,conf);

__teamplay_security_malware(var_specific_MW, def, conf);

18



For the security of communications (depends on the hardware, the com-
munication network, etc.):

__teamplay_security_communication_jamming(socket, var, def, conf);
__teamplay_security_communication_interception(socket, var, def, conf);
__teamplay_security_communication_forging(socket, var, def, conf)

where socket would be a socket number (the one used in C).
For information leakage and security of a block of code w.r.t. side channel

attacks, possible candidates could be, depending on further evaluation and
modelling:

__teamplay_security_info_leakage_time(var, def, conf)
__teamplay_security_info_leakage_power(var, def, conf)

that would provide a level of security or

__teamplay_info_leaked_time(var, def, conf)
__teamplay_info_leaked_power(var, def, conf)

that would assign to var the amount of leaked information.

3.4 Preliminary Security Equalisation

For side channel attacks, we propose, as a preliminary idea, the following
mechanisms that allow the programmer to express that different statements
or blocks in the application must have the same execution cost. Consider
the following code snippet.

if (cond) {
__teamplay_time(x) {
block1code;

}
__teamplay_time(slack1) {
paddingblock1code;

}
}

else {
__teamplay_time(y) {
block2code;
}
__teamplay_time(slack2) {
paddingblock2code;

}
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}

__teamplay_assert ( jitterequal(x + slack1, y + slack2, 2) );
}

In this example, we have a conditional, with two branches. We want the
two branches to have the same execution cost, in order to ward against possi-
ble side channel attacks that may exploit the fact that one branch runs faster
or slower than the other. This equalisation of code branches can be achieved
by introduced a padding block. This padding block can be generated by an
underlying compiler, third party tool or even hand written by the developer.
Once it is in place, it is possible to simply use the current mechanisms we
already have in CSL to reason about the execution cost and then state in
the contract that the branches have to be equalised. We can envisage that
the output of the contract mechanism would be instructions to the compiler
in terms of primitive operations in order for the padding block to be gen-
erated. jitterequal is a supplied function that allows the programmer to
express an equality with an allowed jitter between the timing/energy usage.
In the example above, jitterequal takes two expressions, that it compares
for equality, +/- 2 milliseconds.

Similarly, we can also do this for an energy budget instead of time in the
same way.

if (cond) {
__teamplay_energy(x) {
block1code;

}
__teamplay_energy(slack1) {
paddingblock1code;

}
}

else {
__teamplay_energy(y) {
block2code;

}
__teamplay_energy(slack2) {
paddingblock2code;

}
}

__teamplay_assert ( jitterequal(x + slack1, y + slack2, 5) );

}
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Where, in this example, jitterequal takes two expressions, compares
them for equality, +/- 5 joules.

3.5 Best, Worst and Average Case

The best and worst cases can be expressed using different forms on inequal-
ities. The worst case is when the resource usage becomes the upper bound
so we can express, for example:

__teamplay_assert(fact_cost <= loop_cost)

This states that fact_cost can be no more that its upper bound, loop_cost.
Similarly, for energy, we can also state the worst case by using the worst

case energy resource as the upper bound.

__teamplay_assert(fact_energy <= loop_energy)

For the best case, we reverse the inequality, so that the resource usage
becomes the lower bound of the non-equation.

__teamplay_assert(fact_cost >= loop_cost)

This states that loop_cost is the best case, so, therefore, loop_cost
cannot exceed it. Similarly, for energy:

__teamplay_assert(fact_energy >= loop_energy)

3.6 Example of CSL

int fact(const int x)
__attribute_teamplay_require(x > 0)
{

int ret = 1;

__teamplay_worst_time(fact_cost);
{

for (int n = 1; n <= x; ++n)
{

__teamplay_worst_time(iter_cost);
ret *= n;

}
}
__teamplay_assert(iter_cost * x <= fact_cost) ;
return ret;

}
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In this example, we associate the worst case time computed by underlying
automated tools to the variables, fact_cost and iter_cost. Each of these
cost variables is the costing of the associate statement that immediately
follows it. For fact_cost, the cost is associated with executing the following
(for) statement.

for (int n = 1; n <= x; ++n)
{

__teamplay_worst_time(iter_cost);
ret *= n;

}

Similarly, iter_cost is the cost of executing the following single assign-
ment statement.

ret *= n;

Finally, the assertion, iter_cost * x <= fact_cost is an expression that
states that the cost of fact_cost has to be the upper bound (i.e., the worst
case). This assertion will be transformed into a certificate, proved by the
Idris type system.

For the average case, typically we have to take into account all the pos-
sible inputs to the program, and then take the mean execution time for all
of the inputs. This will give us the average execution time. as a preliminary
version of average case, in CSL, we propose to introduce similar annotations
to the best and worst cases, by introducing the following annotations.

__teamplay_average_time(x);

__teamplay_average_energy(y);

Where, __teamplay_average_time(x) would provide an average execu-
tion time based on the possible inputs to the program, and assign the value
to x. Similarly __teamplay_average_energy(y) would assign the average
energy budget to y.

This could then allow us to specify such contracts as __teamplay_assert(
x <= 25 , stating that on average, the execution time does not exceed 25ms.
An example of this is shown in the example below.

#include <stdio.h>

int main()
{

int array[100], position, c, n;

...
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if (position >= n+1)
printf("Deletion not possible.\n");

else
{

__teamplay_average_time(avg);
for (c = position - 1; c < n - 1; c++)

array[c] = array[c+1];

__teamplay_assert ( avg <= 25 )

...
}

return 0;
}

3.7 Capturing Energy Metrics using CSL

Image Convolution Example

Image convolution is a technique widely used in image processing applica-
tions for blurring, smoothing and edge detection. We consider an instance of
the image convolution from video processing applications, where we are given
a list of images that are first read from a file and then processed by applying
a filter. Applying a filter to an image consists of computing a scalar product
of the filter weights with the input pixels within a window surrounding each
of the output pixels:

out(i, j) =
∑
m

∑
n

in(i− n, j −m)× filt(n,m) (3.1)

The main hotspot for in the application is a for loop that applies the con-
volution filter to each image in turn. In this example, we annotate the loop
using the CSL constructs for energy, and manually profile the application
for its energy usage.

__teamplay_energy(loop_energy);
for(int x = 0; x < dim; x++)

for(int y = 0; y < dim; y++) {
left = (x < vstep) ? 0 : (x - vstep);
right = ((x + vstep - 1) >= dim) ? dim - 1 : (x + vstep - 1);
top = (y < hstep) ? 0 : (y - hstep);
bottom = ((y + hstep - 1) >= dim)? dim - 1 : (y + hstep - 1);
sumFX = 0;
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for(int j = left; j <= right; j++)
for(int k = top ; k <= bottom; k++) {

mask_index = (k - (y - hstep)) * mask_dim + (j - (x - vstep));
index = k * dim + j;
sumFX += ((float)in_image[index] * mask[mask_index]);

}

sumFX += 0.5f;

out_image[y*dim + x] = (unsigned short) sumFX;
}
return out_image;

}

We collect basic energy measurements for the convolution in terms of the
total number of Joules of energy (J) that are used by each processor package.
That is, we measure the total energy that is drawn by each hardware CPU
socket. In order to obtain representative general results, we use four different
problem sizes for each benchmark. We use Intel’s Running Average Power
Limit (RAPL)[DGH+10] system to collect this information, using model-
specific registers (MSR) to access the RAPL measurements. The MSRs
provide accurate power readings for various systems components within each
package e.g. the GPU and DIMMs. The same mechanism also allows energy
consumption to be controlled/capped. We take the RAPL estimation of
energy for the overall execution of the application. RAPL records power
usage in terms of Watts (i.e. Joules per second). We calculate energy usage
by computing the rate of change in power per unit of time using the formula
shown below:

Energy = Power ∗ Time (3.2)

Joules = Watts ∗ Time (3.3)

Our experimental testbed machine is a 28-core shared-memory multi-
core system at the University of St Andrews, corryvreckan. The machine
has two Xeon E5-2690 processors in separate packages, each of which has
14 physical cores (28 virtual cores), giving a total of 28 physical cores (56
virtual cores). It has 256GB of physical DRAM, which is shared among all
the cores. The machine runs Red Hat 4.8.5-11 with kernel version 3.10.0-
514.21.2.el7.x86_64.

Single Core

For the single core measurements, we took measurements for the Image Con-
volution with an input of 20 images, and an input of 1 image, to compare the
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load balance of the CPU. Measurements were taken with the full application,
and another version of the application with the for loop commented out. We
take the difference between the two measurements to gain an estimate of
the energy consumption for the loop execution. The following table shows
the results of this preliminary analysis. As it can be seen below, the loop
dominates the majority of the energy consumption, being around 90% of the
total energy consumption for 20 images, and around 80% for 1 image. We
believe the lower consumption for one image is because of the base package
energy consumption.

Table 3.1: Total energy usage on a single core, for 20 images and 1 image.
The loop cost is calculated by subtracting the full application cost from the
application cost with the loop commented out.

w loop w out loop energy (J) of loop
Total Energy (J) 20 images 237 22 215
Total Energy (J) 1 image 12 2 10

Multi-Core

To gain an understanding of how energy usage is measured for a multi-core
application, we demonstrate the principle by manually loading the CPU with
100 instances of the image convolution, using the Bash parallel operator, &.
This allows us to compare the energy consumption of the system with all the
CPUs fully loaded against the single CPU version. We can then calculate
the base-cost of the package with a single CPU running, and use that to
calculate the energy consumption of the single-core application and then the
loop itself, using the following equation.

base_energy = cost1 − (costn − cost1) ∗
n− 1

n
(3.4)

The table below shows the measurements on a 28-core parallel machine.
In the table, we measured the energy cost for a sequential application, and
then the same application was measure when all 28 cores were saturated with
jobs. As it can be seen, for 20 images, without the loop, the base cost of the
loop was around 96 joules, and with the loop, it is 303 joules. The difference
being 207 joules, which is the approximate cost to execute the loop when all
28 cores are running.
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Table 3.2: Total energy usage on a multi-core machine with 28 cores satu-
rated, for 20 images and 1 image.

1 core 28 cores base energy
Total Energy (J) 20 images w loop 237 2104 303

Total Energy (J) 20 image w out loop 22 2104 96
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Chapter 4

Forming Contracts from C
Programs

4.1 Preliminaries and Assumptions

Figure 4.1 (Page 30) illustrates our internal C representation that we use
to model C programs in Idris. Here, S, represents C level statements,
where basic is a basic block (a compound or simple statement); Assert
is a teamplay assertion; for represents for loops, where the initial value
and bound are represented by natural numbers; while, is, similarly, the rep-
resentation for while loops; if is conditional; and, = is assignment of some
expression, E, to some identifier, id; S; represents a sequencing of statements,
separated by a semi-colon; return represents return statements. Assertions,
A, predicates, P and expressions, E are represented as either natural num-
bers, strings, an unknown (i.e. a block has an unknown cost associated with
it), an identifier, a function call or a primitive operation. Assertions are re-
stricted to the booleans and primitive operations over boolean expressions.
primB represents primitive operations for the booleans, and prim represents
primitive operations for the naturals. Primitives, prim are the binary opera-
tions that we can express in our expressions and assertions, they represent all
C style binary expressions. The environment is a list of identifiers and costs,
and cost is either a natural number or an unknown value. A certificate is
either a Decidable proof that the certificate is true or false, or it is a Perhaps:
for certificates that are true if some properties, P , hold. Declarations, Decl
are either a prototype representing C variable declarations of the form int
x;; function is the representation of function declarations, complete with
a function name, id, a return type, τ , arguments, and a function body, S.
Programs, Prog, are made up of one or more declarations.

Figure 4.2 (Page 31) shows the typing judgements for expressions, state-
ments and declarations. Here, we assume Γ is the environment containing the
types of all defined variables and functions. For expressions, we can have
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numbers, identifiers, strings, function calls and primitive operations. For
statements, we can have assertions, basic blocks (compound statements),
for loops, if statements, while loops and return statements. For declara-
tions, we have prototype declarations and function declarations.

In 4.3 (Page 32), we give two rules, decidable and perhaps. The
Decidable rule states that, if we can evaluate an assumption, a, using
the evaluation function, eval, with an environment (containing all variables
mapped to their values, or unknown, if the value is unknown), θ, and the
evaluation returns a boolean value, b, then we can produce a certificate saying
that we can assert A, and produce a decidable certificate, saying whether or
not a holds. The rule, perhaps, allows us to specify certificates that are
true only if some property holds. If we evaluate an assertion to an unknown
(i.e., we cannot decide whether the assertion can hold or not), then it may
still hold if we are given a property, e, to make it hold.

In Figure 4.4 (on Page 33), we show the semantics for collecting the
environment of variables and their values in the C language. This allows
us to model the C scope and collect all values together with the variables.
This is used when we produce a certificate. The rules follow the standard
convention for environment collecting. Where there is no environment to
collect, such as in numC, stringC and assertC, we return the empty set
(∅). All other rules typically return the union of the environments collected.
For the rule basicC, we append the environment with the id, id, and value,
n from the basic statement into the environment. For prototypes, in Rule
prototypeC, we return the id, id, and an unknown, as we do not have the
value to return with the id.

Figure 4.5 (Page 34) illustrates the implementation of the evaluation
function. Two variants of eval exist. The top level, eval function, which
takes an environment, Γ and the assertion that it is evaluation and returns a
boolean value. By induction, eval proceeds to evaluate the boolean assertion
by calling a helper function, evalN , which evaluates numerical operations.

4.2 Preliminary Soundness Proof

We give a preliminary soundness proof sketch.

Theorem 4.2.1 (Soundness). ∀a ∈ A, ∃b ∈ Bool, 6 ∃x ∈ id, x� a ∧ Γ(x) =
unknown s.t. Decidable b a iff eval Γ a = b.

Proof. The proof is by case analysis on Decidable b a.
Case Decidable b b:
eval Γ b = b

Case Decidable b(e1 = e2):
IH: Decidable b1 e1 ∧Decidable b2 e2
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Decidable b(e1 = e2)
When b = >
Decidable > (e1 = e2)⇒ (Decidable b1 e1∧Decidable b2 e2∧b1 = b2∧e1 = e2)
Since Decidable bi ei ⇔ eval Γ ei = bi, it follows that Decidable b1 e1 ⇔
(eval Γ e1 = b1) and
Decidable b2 e2 ⇔ (eval Γ e2 = b2)
eval Γ e1 ∧ eval Γ e2 ∧ b1 = b2 ∧ e1 = e2
Since eval Γ (e1 = e2)⇔ eval Γ e1∧eval Γ e2 and eval Γ e1 = b1 and eval Γ e2 =
b2 and b1 = b2, it follows that eval Γ (e1 = e2) = >
When b = ⊥
Decidable ⊥ (e1 = e2)⇒ (Decidable b1 e1∧Decidable b2 e2∧b1 = b2∧e1 = e2)
Since Decidable bi ei ⇔ eval Γ ei = bi, it follows that Decidable b1 e1 ⇔
(eval Γ e1 = b1) and
Decidable b2 e2 ⇔ (eval Γ e2 = b2)
eval Γ e1 ∧ eval Γ e2 ∧ b1 = b2 ∧ e1 = e2
Since eval Γ (e1 = e2)⇔ eval Γ e1∧eval Γ e2 and eval Γ e1 = b1 and eval Γ e2 =
b2 and b1 = b2, it follows that eval Γ (e1 = e2) = ⊥
For cases <,>,≤,≥ the proof follows in similar manner.
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prim ∈ {(+) : < N,N > → N,
(−) : < N,N > → N,
(∗) : < N,N > → N,
(/) : < N,N > → N,
(%) : < N,N > → N}

primB ∈ {(<) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(>) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(=<) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(>=) : < N,N > → Bool ,
(=) : < N,N > → Bool}

Prog ::= Decl∗

Decl ::= prototype τ id
| function id τ −−→args S

S ::= basic id N S
| assert A
| for N N S
| while E S
| if E S S
| id = E
| S ; S
| return E

P, E ::= string
| unknown
| id
| call id < E ∗ >
| prim < E ∗ >
| N
| A

A ::= B
| primB < E ∗ >

Γ ∈ Env = < id , Cost >∗

Cost = N | unknown

Cert ::= Decidable Bool A
| Perhaps P A

τ = nat | string | bool

Figure 4.1: A C representation for statements, expressions, declarations,
programs and certificates 30



progT
Γ ` d : τ1 Γ ∪ {d : τ1} ` p : τ2

Γ ∪ {d : τ1} ` d p : τ2

prototypeT
Γ ` prototype τ id : τ

statementT
Γ ` s1 : τ1 Γ ` s2 : τ2

Γ ` s1 ; s2 : τ2

functionT
Γ ` −−→args : −→τ Γ ∪ {id : τ} ∪ {−−→args : −→τ } ` s : τ

Γ ∪ {id : τ} ∪ {−−→args : −→τ } ` function id τ −−→args s : τ

callT
Γ(f) = −→τ → τ Γ ` −→e : −→τ

Γ ` call f −→e : τ
primT

p =< id, op > Γ ` −→e : −→τ
Γ ` prim p −→e : τ

basicT Γ ` s : τ
Γ ` basic id n s : τ

returnT Γ ` e : τ
Γ ` return e : τ

forT Γ ` s : τ
Γ ` for m n s : τ

ifT
Γ ` e : τ1 Γ ` s1 : τ2 Γ ` s2 : τ2

Γ ` if e s1 s2 : τ2
whileT

Γ ` e : τ1 Γ ` s : τ2
Γ ` while e s : τ2

NumT
Γ ` n : nat

idT
Γ(x) = τ

Γ ` x : τ
stringT

Γ ` s : string

Figure 4.2: Typing judgements for expressions, E, statements, S, declara-
tions, Decl, and programs, Prog
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...

Decidable eval θ a = b
Γ, θ ` assert a : Decidable b a

Perhaps eval θ a = unknown θ ≈ a : e
Γ, θ ` assert a : Perhaps e a

...

Figure 4.3: Typing judgements for certificates
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progC
Γ ` d : θ1 Γ ` p : θ2
Γ ` d p : θ1 ∪ θ2

prototypeC
Γ ` prototype τ id : {< id, unknown >}

functionC
Γ ` −−→args : θ1 Γ ` s : θ2

Γ ` function id τ −−→args s : {< id, unknown >} ∪ θ1 ∪ θ2

callC
Γ ` f : θ1 Γ ` −→e : θ2

Γ ` call f −→e : θ1 ∪ θ2
primC Γ ` −→e : θ

Γ ` prim p −→e : θ

returnC Γ ` e : θ
Γ ` return e : θ

statementC
Γ ` s1 : θ1 Γ ` s2 : θ2
Γ ` s1 ; s2 : θ1 ∪ θ2

forC Γ ` s : θ
Γ ` for m n s : θ

ifC
Γ ` e : θ1 Γ ` s1 : θ2 Γ ` s2 : θ3

Γ ` if e s1 s2 : θ1 ∪ θ2 ∪ θ3
whileC

Γ ` e : θ1 Γ ` s : θ2
Γ ` while e s : θ1 ∪ θ2

allC
∀ i ∈ Γ ` Si : θi

Γ `
−→
S :

⋃n
i=1 θn

certC
Γ ` assert A : ∅

basicC Γ ` s : θ
Γ ` basic id n s : {< id, n >} ∪ θ

NumC
Γ ` n : ∅

idC
Γ ` x = n : {< x, n >}

stringC
Γ ` s : ∅

Figure 4.4: Collecting the environment over programs, declarations, state-
ments and expressions
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evalN θ x = θ(x)
evalN θ i = i
evalN θ (op,< unknown, e2 >) = unknown
evalN θ (op,< e1, unknown >) = unknown
evalN θ(J∗K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 ∗ evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J+K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 + evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J−K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 − evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J/K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 / evalN θ e2
evalN θ(J%K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 % evalN θ e2

eval θ b = b
eval θ (op,< unknown, e2 >) = unknown
eval θ (op,< e1, unknown >) = unknown
eval θ(J<K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 < evalN θ e2
eval θ(J>K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 > evalN θ e2
eval θ(J=<K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 ≤ evalN θ e2
eval θ(J>=K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 ≥ evalN θ e2
eval θ(J=K, < e1, e2 >) = evalN θ e1 = evalN θ e2

Figure 4.5: Evaluating numerical and boolean expressions
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Chapter 5

Summary of Results

For D7.4, that was due in October, we produced the following contributions.

1. We have produce a preliminary version of the Contract Specification
Language (CSL). This includes the specification for the CSL, and an-
notations in C. Furthermore, the CSL can represent time analysis in
the case of worst cases. The CSL also includes an assertion language
for representing certificates.

2. We have implemented an extended ANSI C[99] parser that handles
the CSL annotations in C and produces an Idris representation of the
source language automatically.

3. We have an implementation in Idris of the certification system, includ-
ing a model of C, the CSL annotations and the assertion language.
The Idris implementation produces a valid certificate as proof that the
assertion is correct.

4. We have produced a denotational and operational semantics of the
certificate framework.

5. We have demonstrated our framework on the darknet use-case, sup-
plied by the University of Denmark.

In this D1.1 report, we have extended the D7.4 with the following con-
tributions.

1. We have extended the CSL framework to deal with energy as well as
time. This allows the programmer to specify annotations and asser-
tions dealing with an energy budget in joules and watts.

2. We have illustrated the energy annotations on an example, Image Con-
volution.
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3. We have preliminary results showing timing measurements for a multi-
core machine. This is important to show that it is possible to use CSL
to measure energy budgets of portions of applications even when the
full multi-core machine is saturated.

4. We have added best and average cases to the CSL.

5. We have sketched further preliminary security annotations, such as
equalisation of blocks for side channel attacks.

6. We have introduced a new Comma Separated Value (CSV) format, for
TeamPlay tool integration.

5.1 Next Steps

For our longer term strategy, up to M24, we intend to work on the following:

• Incorporate energy models into the certification mechanism in collab-
oration with the University of Bristol. This will likely use similar tech-
niques and mechanism to time metrics. We have already been in many
discussions with the team at Bristol, and initial prototypes are already
underway.

• Incorporate preliminary security metrics into the contract mechanism.
We believe different mechanisms will need to be investigated and de-
veloped for security metrics. We are in discussions with the INRIA
team to push this forward.

• Investigate energy analysis for GPU architectures. This will be in
collaboration with the team an Bristol.
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Appendix A

C Expressions

This section illustrates the grammar for C expressions that form the assertion
language.

<constant-expression> ::= <conditional-expression>

<conditional-expression> ::= <logical-or-expression>
| <logical-or-expression> ? <expression>

: <conditional-expression>

<logical-or-expression> ::= <logical-and-expression>
| <logical-or-expression>

|| <logical-and-expression>

<logical-and-expression> ::= <inclusive-or-expression>
| <logical-and-expression>

&& <inclusive-or-expression>

<inclusive-or-expression> ::= <exclusive-or-expression>
| <inclusive-or-expression>
| <exclusive-or-expression>

<exclusive-or-expression> ::= <and-expression>
| <exclusive-or-expression>

^ <and-expression>

<and-expression> ::= <equality-expression>
| <and-expression> & <equality-expression>

<equality-expression> ::= <relational-expression>
| <equality-expression> == <relational-expression>
| <equality-expression> != <relational-expression>

<relational-expression> ::= <shift-expression>
| <relational-expression> < <shift-expression>
| <relational-expression> > <shift-expression>
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| <relational-expression> <= <shift-expression>
| <relational-expression> >= <shift-expression>

<shift-expression> ::= <additive-expression>
| <shift-expression> << <additive-expression>
| <shift-expression> >> <additive-expression>

<additive-expression> ::= <multiplicative-expression>
| <additive-expression>

+ <multiplicative-expression>
| <additive-expression>

- <multiplicative-expression>

<multiplicative-expression> ::= <cast-expression>
| <multiplicative-expression>

* <cast-expression>
| <multiplicative-expression>

/ <cast-expression>
| <multiplicative-expression>

% <cast-expression>

<cast-expression> ::= <unary-expression>
| ( <type-name> ) <cast-expression>

<unary-expression> ::= <postfix-expression>
| ++ <unary-expression>
| -- <unary-expression>
| <unary-operator> <cast-expression>
| sizeof <unary-expression>
| sizeof <type-name>

<postfix-expression> ::= <primary-expression>
| <postfix-expression> [ <expression> ]
| <postfix-expression> ( {<assignment-expression>}* )
| <postfix-expression> . <identifier>
| <postfix-expression> -> <identifier>
| <postfix-expression> ++
| <postfix-expression> --

<primary-expression> ::= <identifier>
| <constant>
| <string>
| ( <expression> )

<constant> ::= <integer-constant>
| <character-constant>
| <floating-constant>
| <enumeration-constant>
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<expression> ::= <assignment-expression>
| <expression> , <assignment-expression>
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Appendix B

Idris Code

This section lists the Idris implementation for the certificate framework.

Env : Type
Env = List (String, Nat)

data NumericExpression : Type where
Lit : (cost : Nat) -> NumericExpression -- assume normalisation
Var : (name : String) -> NumericExpression
NParen : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression
Plus : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression
Sub : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression
Mul : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression
Div : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression
Mod : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> NumericExpression

eval : Env -> NumericExpression -> Nat
eval env (Lit Z) = Z
eval env (Lit (S cost)) = S cost
eval env (Var name) = case lookup name env of

Just value => value
Nothing => 0

eval env (NParen x) = eval env x
eval env (Plus x y) = (eval env x) ‘plus‘ (eval env y)
eval env (Sub x y) = (eval env x) ‘minus‘ (eval env y)
eval env (Mul x y) = (eval env x) ‘mult‘ (eval env y)
eval env (Div x y) = assert_total $ (eval env x) ‘div‘ (eval env y)
eval env (Mod x y) = assert_total $ (eval env x) ‘mod‘ (eval env y)

data Evald : NumericExpression -> Nat -> Type where
MkEvald : (x : NumericExpression) -> (y : Nat) -> Evald x y

data BooleanExpression : Type where
BParen : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression
Not : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression
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And : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression
Or : BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression -> BooleanExpression

Eq : (x : NumericExpression)
-> (y : NumericExpression)
-> Evald x x’
-> Evald y y’
-> (x’ = y’)
-> BooleanExpression

NEq : (x : NumericExpression) -> (y : NumericExpression) ->
(x = y -> Void) -> BooleanExpression

LT : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> BooleanExpression
LTE : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> BooleanExpression
GT : NumericExpression -> NumericExpression -> BooleanExpression

GTE : {x’ : Nat} -> {y’ : Nat}
-> (x : NumericExpression)
-> (y : NumericExpression)
-> Evald x x’
-> Evald y y’
-> Dec (y’ ‘LTE‘ x’)
-> BooleanExpression

data Assertion : Type where
MkAssertion : BooleanExpression -> Assertion

data Cost : Type where
MkCost : Nat -> Cost

data CLang : Type where
DecVar : (name : String) -> Nat -> CLang -> CLang
Block : (name : String) -> Nat -> CLang -> CLang
Stmt : (name : String) -> Nat -> CLang -> CLang
For : (init : Nat) -> (bound : Nat) -> (bl : CLang ) -> CLang -> CLang
Assert : (Env -> Assertion) -> CLang -> CLang
Halt : CLang

store : Env -> (String, Nat) -> Env
store env (name, cost) = (name, cost) :: env

mkCertificate’ : Env -> CLang -> List Assertion -> List Assertion
mkCertificate’ env (DecVar name y z) a =

mkCertificate’ (store env (name, y)) z a
mkCertificate’ env (Block name y z) a =

mkCertificate’ (store env (name, y)) z a
mkCertificate’ env (Stmt name y z) a =

mkCertificate’ (store env (name, y)) z a
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mkCertificate’ env (For init bound bl y) a =
let innerAsserts =

mkCertificate’ env bl a in mkCertificate’ env y (innerAsserts ++ a)
mkCertificate’ env (Assert y z) a =

let res = y env in mkCertificate’ env z (res :: a)
mkCertificate’ env Halt a = a

mkCertificate : CLang -> List Assertion
mkCertificate arg = mkCertificate’ [] arg []
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